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1 Introduction
We and our colleagues are interested in how concepts and
language are embodied, that is, in seeking answers to the
following kinds of questions about the brain:

¯ How can a neural system represent concepts?

¯ How are concepts learned by a neural system?

¯ How are concepts organized lexically and lexical items
learned by a neural system?

One way of making progress at present on these ulti-
mate questions is to ask them of structured connectionist
systems, rather than the real neural systems of the brain,
in the hope that the connectionist results will give us com-
putational insight to how the brain captures concepts and
language.

From our perspective, modeling lexical development is
an ideal task for studying embodied cognition. We can iso-
late linguistically and conceptually simple situations and
construct and test very detailed models. Our first seri-
ous effort was Regier’s thesis. Regier [9] used a simpli-
fied but realistic connectionist model of the visual system
plus a conventional back-propagation learning scheme in a
demonstration of how some lexical items describing spatial
relations might develop in different languages. The system
was able to learn the appropriate terms for simple spatial
relation scenarios from a set of labeled example movies.
Since languages differ radically in how spatial relations are
conceptualized, there was no obvious set of primitive fea-
tures that could be built into the program. The key to
Regier’s success came directly from embodiment - we know
that all people have the same visual system and that vi-
sual concepts must all arise from the capabilities of this
system. By building in a simple but realistic visual system
model, Regier was able to have his program learn spatial
terms from a wide range of languages using simple back-
propagation techniques. We know of no other way that
this kind of result could be achieved.

The point of our current work is to show that this
paradigm can be extended to deal with a wide range of
central questions in cognitive science. This is part of a
long term project in language learning called L0. The eas-
iest access to more details is through the L0 web page:

http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/LZERO/

Regier’s work contains the basic computational ideas and
there is a nice paper by David Bailey [1] in ICLA-95 that
presents an overview of the current model.

Lexical development is an active field with its own meth-
ods and results. The recent Handbook of Child Lan-

guage [3] contains several chapters on lexical development.
One critical finding for us is that the child’s first words la-
bel not only things, but also relationships, actions and in-
ternal states. Only by addressing the broader lexical acqui-
sition problem can one appreciate the role of embodiment.
As is suggested by the use of the term "development", it
is universally assumed that genetic and environmental fac-
tors interact in elaborate ways in the acquisition of lexical
terms. Although there is a good deal of theoretical work
on the acquisition of syntax (including the past-tense con-
troversy), there does not appear to be any detailed theory
of lexical development like the one outlined in this note.
One possible reason for this surprising void is the lack of
a scientific notation for expressing mechanisms of lexical
acquisition. We hope that we have made some progress
towards supplying such a formalism. Any such formalism
will need to bridge the gap from embodied experience to
its expression as abstract symbols in language. This inher-
ently involves multiple levels of description.

2 Levels of representation
Regier’s work combined three levels of scientific discourse,
the lowest of which (neural) was implicit. For the more
complicated domains discussed here, we need to add one
additional level, which we call "computational" above the
connectionist level. This s comprises a mixture of familiar
notions like feature structures and a novel representation
of active schemas. The four levels of discourse are:

linguistic/conceptual
computational

connectionist

neural

words, concepts
f-structs,
active schemas (cf. Sec.3)
structured models,
learning rules
still implicit

We also use ideas and terminology from a fifth domain
which we call social/cultural, but this will play a very dif-
ferent role. Our main goal is to model how an individual
learns and uses concepts and language. Our four levels of
description are all ways of talking about this same scientific
issue. While language is the quintessential social/cultural
phenomenon, the child acquiring language is not automat-
icaily privy to cultural knowledge. Our models can only
assume a genetic heritage that has the child attuned to
social as well as physical accordances of the world.

The intermediate representation levels play several cru-
cial roles in our work. They provide a scientific language
for specifying proposed structures and mechanisms. We
believe that cognitive science has been handicapped by a
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dearth of good ways to do this. But we also require that
intermediate representations be executable by computa-
tional simulation. This allows us to test the consequences
of our hypotheses. A third requirement is that the com-
putational mechanisms be reducible to structured connec-
tionist models so the embodiment can be realized. There
is actually a fourth requirement - the representational for-
malisms must also support computational learning algo-
rithms so that we can perform experiments on acquisition.

3 Active Schemas and feature
structures

The most novel aspect of our current effort is the exten-
sive use of active schemas in the computational represen-
tation. We call these x-schemas to distinguish them from
other notions of schema and to remind us that they are in-
tended to really execute when invoked. One motivation for
x-schemas comes from motor control. It seems clear that
the meaning of a term like "grasp" involves the coordinated
movement of the appropriate muscles and the accompany-
ing perception and control. The concept of motor-schema,
which pervades the literature on motor control, is a flow-
chart like depiction of such activity patterns. We use this
general idea in several ways.

For Bailey’s [1] work on verb learning, we assume that
the child has already acquired various x-schemas for the
actions of one hand working on a table. The task for the
model is to learn verb compounds that describe its own
actions. In contrast to Regier’s model (and all other back-
prop nets) the system must not only recognize when to
use various lexical items, but also must be able to employ
learned items as commands. This leads us to view semantic
features as providing parameters to x-schemas. As a simple
example, "shove" suggests executing the push x-schema
with a high force value. More generally, we will want to
claim that the requirements of parameterizing x-schemas
are the principle determiner of which semantic features get
encoded in a language.

The version of x-schemas that we are currently using
is an extension of a formalism known as Petri nets in
computer science [10]. Their most important features are
clean ways to capture concurrency and event-based asyn-
chronous control in addition to the standard ideas of se-
quence, hierarchy and parameterization. We believe that
x-schemas provide a good formalism for modeling many
important issues in embodied cognition. To keep things
minimal, we are using only one other computational mech-
anism - feature structures. These are used for static knowl-
edge representation, parameter setting, and binding.

The binding structures have been chosen to map one-
to-one onto what have been called "f-structures" in the
literature on construction grammar and HPSG. These are
also equivalent to well-known AI slot-filler mechanisms.
There are bidirectional interactions between the binding
f-structures and active schemas and this plays a central
role in the theory. An active x-schema receives bindings
from the linking f-structure and produces additional bind-
ings during its execution.

4 Learning

Recall that the central question of our work is lexical de-
velopment; how do children learn to label what they ex-
perience. Regier’s work was in many ways a satisfactory
answer for learning to label simple spatial relations. But
several additional ideas are needed to deal with the more
general case. One reason for incorporating x-schemas, as
described above, is to support models of learning lexical
items for actions. Again, we can’t tell the whole story
without the diagrams and details (cf. Bailey) but will try
to outline the key ideas.

As already discussed, we postulate that actions (for Bai-
ley motions of one hand on a table) can be captured at
the active schema level. For simplicity, we assume that
the x-schemas themselves are learned before lexical acqui-
sition [5] and this is not modeled. The central question is
how words can become associated with complex actions.
Our solution relies on the intimate relation between ac-
tive x-schemas and the passive binding structures that we
call f-structs. Recall that during interpretation of a known
verb compound, a LINKING f-struct determines which x-
schema is to execute and helps set parameters of the execu-
tion. For example, "shove" specifies both a push x-schema
and high acceleration. The actual amount of force required
depends (at least) on the weight of the object involved and
that is not specified in the utterance. Our model has a ad-
ditional f-struct, called the WORLD-STATE, that encodes
things like weights and positions of objects. For complete-
ness we mention that the model contains arithmetic and
other inference engines, but these do not play a role in the
learning.

Our model of verb learning is that the agent hears some
informant labeling actions that the agent (model) is do-
ing. As in Regier’s work, we avoid some hard, but irrel-
evant, problems by assuming that the informant supplies
just the verb compound such as "pick up". The model
knows what it is doing and also its goals in doing the ac-
tion. The learning mechanism assumes that the informant
will usually provide at least partially appropriate labels.
The problem faced by the model (and the child) is to learn
how the language encodes descriptions of actions. Our so-
lution is based on a powerful simplifying assumption and
will be in deep trouble if this breaks down. We assume that
the parameterization of x-schemas needed for carrying out
a linguistic request is inverted in the learning process. So,
when the agent use high force, the force feature in the
linking f-struct is set to a high value. We assume that the
execution of any x-schema causes the binding of several
features of the linking f-struct. For example, these might
include the direction, distance, resistance, success, etc. of
the motion.

By assuming that x-schema execution binds the linking
f-struct, we have reduced the action-labeling task to man-
ageable proportions. The system needs only to correlate
informant labeling with sets of feature bindings. There
are lots of ways of doing this in the computational learn-
ing literature and we may experiment with several. One
way that won’t suffice is the standard back-propagation
used by Regier and the PDP modelers. We require that
the learning technique produce invertible solutions. If the
model learns to label grasping actions, it should be able to



carry them out upon verbal requests. Our current experi-
ments use a version of Bayesian model-merging [7]; this is
also discussed in [1]. A key feature of this algorithm is its
explicit, tunable mechanism for striking a balance between
generating too many, very specific senses of a word, and
generating too few, excessively general senses. Another
advantage is that it is on-line; sensible results emerge after
just one training example.

5 Abstract Concepts and Words
Of course, the whole program of directly embodied mean-
ing only applies to a limited range of concrete concepts
and lexical items. Cognitive linguists in general and GL [4]
in particular believe that abstract concepts ultimately de-
rive their meaning from mappings to the directly embod-
ied ones and have studied these mappings for many years.
Part of our current effort is to apply the computational
techniques described above to make detailed models of how
such mappings might occur.

The key computational mechanisms, active x-schemas
and binding f-structs also are at the core of the abstract
concept story. Our first cut at this level does not involve a
model that learns abstract concepts, but only one that in-
terprets them using, inter alia, mappings to concrete source
domains. We imagine our model to be reading news sto-
ries about international economics and politics and trying
to understand them. Our goal is to test the system’s un-
derstanding either by asking questions or, more simply, by
examining the bindings in various f-structs after process-
ing the story. A critical test will be the system’s ability to
understand stories that appear after the program is com-
plete. This is the work of Srinivas Narayanan [6] and is
described in his submission to the workshop.
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